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About This Game

Toby: The Secret Mine

A challenging puzzle platformer inspired by games like Limbo and Badland.

A peaceful way of life in a small village in the mountains was thrown into disorder. Someone has kidnapped most of it’s
residents. A couple of brave hearts tried to rescue their friends but none of them has returned. Little Toby didn’t want to just sit
and wait so he decided to find them by himself. He went to the near deep forest but he soon realized this is just a beginning of a

big adventure.

Go with Toby on an eerie adventure in a dark and creepy world full of dangerous situations, enemies and challenging puzzles.

Features:

Various beautifully handcrafted environments and great visual effects

Lots Of Different Puzzles

Many dangerous and challenging traps and enemies

Controller support
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Many hours of fun

Get lost in the shadows and pray you find your way out.
...
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This VN is really good and i enjoyed almost everything about it. The characters are vibrant and are very enjoyable and cute. My
only qurralls with the game is some of the H-scenes are terribly long and drawn out when they dont need to so it makes you just
wish for the scene to end as fast as it can. This isnt to cut away that the scenes are bad because they arent, just wish some were
shorter. The plot for the routes is well written and got me invested into some of the characters. Witht he twist of magic in the
game it makes some of the storys corny and takes some of the seriousness out but they are amzing otherwise. The MC is your
very typical average guy who is nice to everyone and comes into contact with a event and meets tons of girls because of it. But
the main thing that makes me like him a lot in the game is the fact that his personality changes when going throuhg the different
routes. I recommend this game 100% if you enjoy playing VNs as the price is worth it and so is the play time.. I have just
completed the game and highly recommend it if you like dungeon crawlers like Grimrock.
Read my full review here: http:\/\/crpgrevisited.blogspot.se\/2016\/11\/ruzar-life-stone-review.html. Keep going bro! and add
english pls. Very short and repetitive.. For such a cheap price at release i.e. 80% off the usual \u00a33.99, I had more fun
playing this Tower Defense (TD) game than I've had playing a lot of games I've paid 20 times as much for. Defend Your Life is
a typical TD game with the usual tower purchases, for example upgradeable cannons and tesla towers, as well as other towers
that slow units down or toss grenades, plus there are special towers such as those that give you extra oxygen. Oxygen is the
currency in game which allows you to purchase more towers and upgrades, plus at the end of each level you are awarded tablets
and diamonds, both of which can be spent either on upgrading your tower defenses or on special upgrades that can only be used
once to top up other defenses that usually take time to recover such as the electric shock , bomb or adrenaline.

 The theme of this TD game is biological, with a human body being attacked by viruses. Each level gradually takes you further
into the body. You can set the speed up to four times the normal speed and\/or select from three different difficulties. Even at
full price I think Defend Your Life is a bargain. I reckon most TD fans will enjoy this game and it's also an excellent
introduction for those new to the genre. The easy mode is relatively easy to beat. I played through several levels with no losses.
The harder levels give less currency to buy the various upgrades and the speed of the viruses are increased, plus you get less
oxygen currency to start with.

With 22 different enenies, all with different strengths and weaknesses, for example the flu virus divides into two weaker flu
viruses when it is killed and the Nicotinic unit disappears when first hit and is immune from attack while invisible, at least from
the tower defenses. You can still damage these with bombs and electric shocks.

There's a tips and tricks section as well as an encyclopedia that gives you information about each building, for example the Tesla
tower does more damage for each shot than any other tower, but takes a longer time to recharge. There are some nice little
touches like the defensive towers that when activated create little beings that don't do actual damage, but block the path of
incoming viruses. When damaged they recover fairly quickly. If destroyed new ones will replace them before the next wave.
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You can start the next wave early by clicking on the warning symbol that pops up near the place where the viruses first appear.
The quicker you do this, the more oxygen is added to your total, giving you more currency to buy or upgrade towers.

The 20 achievements for this game are relatively easy to attain, so long as you can survive the waves of viruses. You can see a
video of game play HERE. I highly recommend this game
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First soundtrack I bought on steam,at the regular price it's a bargain,on sale,it's a steal ; the original compositions are amazing
but these remixes just take them to the next level.. Great fun for the family. Played it at various functions and everyone loved it.
The simplicity of this game and the luck/skill-based aspect of the game's mechanics provides fun for many hours.. great game
the keys change everytimes of places so a great replayability and more we find keys more the enemies are quick and as soon we
are touch we enter in a red phase and there is great events and often different so i recommand this game the immersion is
amazig and, really nice graphism and the mansion is really nice too to visit so i recommand this game
. Upon completing Nacro Road DlC, I have mixed views it has its good and bad parts throughout the DLC, but I feel the
negatives do outweigh the positives.

Pros:
- Fun to begin with, as I quite enjoyed the early parts of the game.
- Some new vehicles which can be fun to drive. A monster truck is quite fun to drive around.
- Having a boost can help get around quicker, with a decent cool down time.
- The ending whilst, the story line was poor; there was a good twist at the end.
- Stunt challenges is new to the game such as drifting and jumps.
- The cut scenes are alright upon completing an area

Cons:
- It can get boring pretty quickly repeating stunts to get 100% completion.
- Story line is fairly short, which feels weak; but the twist brings it back slightly to make it intresting.
- Rival cartel are annoying (possibly more annoying than Rebels and Unidad) as they become hostile almost instantly when you
pass them
- Cartel missions\/side missions are okay, but I personally dislike the Meth Van and Bike Stunt missions as you its not always
possible to complete it on your first attempt.
- Upon completion, there is little to nothing to do in the limited area of the map.
- Creating a new character is not bad, its just annoying you cant use made character from the base game.
- Most game time in the DLC is mainly completing challenges and stunts than game play.

Thats just some of the points I can think of at this moment in time, but overall, its an okay DLC.
If you have already completed the main game, and are looking for something new, then its worth a go.. HARDWARE: Windows
10, i5 3570, GTX 1070. No crashes, good framerate.

A clever concept, a series of room puzzles in a clockwork dungeon setting, in which you spend your limited abilities to move,
defeat monsters and bypass traps; choose poorly and you die. There is some randomness, but success mostly depends on your
learning how to properly use your abilities without wasting moves.

The game has a light story wrapper to guide you through the various levels, and a good, solid tutorial to teach you how to play.
Voiceovers are a little weak; you can tell it's non-Brits attempting British accents, but overall the production values are good..
Titan Souls is a totally distinct game, whether for its aesthetics, its mechanics or its purpose, but none of it makes it a bad game,
quite the opposite. Here we have almost nothing of dialogue or clear lore, but the grandiosity of the scenarios (which I really
liked) makes it clear that there is a lot of story in that world, we just do not know it. The character is armed only with an arrow
(you need to rescue it to shoot again) and the only goal is to kill the Titans. Each titan is totally different from the others which
gives a very different dynamic between each of them. Titan Souls is the perfect game for those who like difficult games, for
those who like simple mechanics and for those who love boss fight!. No settings, windowed mode, i did not like the
graphics(seemed to me old), could not get into the mood of the game, pointless walks without some information to guide me
somehow.
  It was not a pleasant experience, so i quit trying.
  I do not recommend this game.. This gmae is fun and all, but I have had my fun with it after an hour, its too hard to kill 1500
mobs, and the tradign cards are broken, so I refundedthe game and bought trading cards from it as I beileve I deserve them.
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